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1. Abstract
A suite of ten demonstration and survey instruments will be part of the system distribution of Blaise 5.
The suite is called the Champion series because it features polished instruments that show off Blaise 5
capabilities. Six of these are called B5 instruments. They have the names B5Basic, B5Modest,
B5Complex, B5Scales, B5PanEuropean, and B5CodeFrame. They each show a specific range of
features. For example, the B5Scales instrument shows how various kinds of scale questions can be
handled.
There are four realistic survey instruments including NCSPerson, a commuter survey in ten
languages. The Trade survey is based on a Dutch financial survey. It shows non-linear section
navigation. There is the Census instrument for data collection on mobile devices that is in English and
Spanish. Finally, there is the Annual Survey of Industry, a North American survey for use in Canada,
the United States, and Mexico.
All of the Champion instruments are multimode. They use a common Resource Database. The Layout
Designer of each has eight Layout Sets that work for different modes on different devices. New
source code keywords are used such as MODES, ROLES, SPECIALANSWERS, and
SPECIALANSWERSETS.
The range of devices that are targeted includes smart phones, tablets, and computers; the devices use
native apps or Dep, or their browsers. The Champion.blrd Resource Database can be used out-of-thebox for your institute. You can also use it as a good start to make your own Resource Database. The
Champion Instruments form a test suite of instruments and questions that institutes can use in their
tests.

2. Description of Instruments
This section briefly describes selected instrument with a few images from each. All images are from
the full-size self-administered browser layout. Pierzchala (2016) describes the uses of the Champion
instruments as a test bed for an institute’s own standards setting exercise. All Blaise 5 source code, the
Resource Database, and other related files will be part of the release.
2.1 B5Basic
The B5Basic instrument demonstrates all the Blaise elementary question types. These include integer,
real, string, open, enumerated, set, date, and time question. There are also a few quantity/unit groups.
By design, this instrument should easily display correctly on all devices and screens sizes.
Figure 1. A Basic String Field

Figure 2. A Quantity/Unit Pair of Fields
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Figure 3. A Basic Enumerated Field

2.2 B5Modest
The B5Modest instrument increases the complexity of the questions. For example, Figure 4 shows a
lengthier enumerated field that challenges display on smart phones. The question is long, the
instruction is long, there are nineteen categories, and some of the choice texts are long. It is also a real
survey question. Such a question is called a stressor because it stresses the Blaise 5 system in order to
improve it.
Figure 4. A More Complex Enumerated Field

Additionally, the B5Modest instrument shows more complex question structures such as name and
address collections (Figure 5) and other specify groups (Figure 6).
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Figure 5. A Job Title and Name Collection

Figure 6. An Other-Specify Group

2.3 B5Complex
The B5Complex instrument features complex groups of questions, usually tables (Figures 7 and 8).
Figure 7. A Job Title and Name Collection

Figure 8. A Battery of Yes/No Questions
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2.4 B5Scales
The B5Scales illustrates how different scales are handled (Figures 9 and 10).
Figure 9. Phrase Completion Scales

Figure 10. Some Likelihood Questions

2.5 NCSPerson
The NCSPerson instrument is a commuter survey. It is programmed in English, Dutch, French,
Spanish, Greek, Hebrew, Arabic, Hindi, Chinese, and Japanese. It is meant to be used in fifteen
different countries. Figures 11 through 14 show the same set of questions in four languages.
Figure 11. Questions in English
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Figure 12. Questions in Chinese

Figure 13. Questions in Hindi

Figure 14. Questions in Hebrew – a Right-to-Left Language
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2.6 Census
This instrument is modelled on a census-type questionnaire. Some question structures are very
complex. Figure 15 shows a set (code-all-that-apply) question structure where every choice has a
specify field attached.
Figure 15. An Elaborated Set-Specify Question Structure
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